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APPOINTMENTS
f UK distributor CUK Audio has

announced that Simon Druce is
joining its sales team. Druce will
bring his sales and technical
expertise to support CUK’s
complete line of brands, including
Audica Professional, Community,
Clair Brothers Systems, DIS,
Digigram, MTSi, Powersoft,
Sabine, Symetrix and Work.
Druce previously spent 10 years at
beyerdynamic UK (subsequently
Polar Audio) as national sales
manager. More recently he was
employed by Audio-Technica as
UK sales manager, pro audio and
installation.
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Active Audio completes
StepArray speaker range
French column speaker specialist Active Audio introduced two new
StepArray models this year, completing the range; and introduced
its new Ray-On speaker, writes Paul Watson

www.cuk-audio.com

f Mark Millar has joined Tannoy’s

marketing team, based at the UKbased company’s headquarters in
Coatbridge, on the outskirts of
Glasgow. He will bring new
capabilities and added bandwidth
to the team under the remit of
communications manager Mark
Flanagan, pursing related editorial
and media opportunities for
Tannoy, as well as sister brands
Lab.gruppen and Lake.
www.tannoy.com

.

It’s been a busy 12 months for
Active Audio. At Prolight +
Sound (PL+S) 2010, Active’s
communications assistant Claire Pung
and managing director Regis Cazin
spoke to PSNE about the manufacturer’s revolutionary StepArray products,
all of which have the DSP outside the
column, which Active Audio says allows
for a more versatile and easy-to-set-up
product range. One year on, the company is still going strong and has now
completed its StepArray range with the
introduction of the SA180S and
SA400P. At this year’s PL+S, Active
Audio also introduced Ray-On, its new
1m-high analogue column speaker. Add
a string of promising distribution deals
across a number of territories to the
mix, and 2011 looks like being the manufacturer’s best year yet.

The new SA180S and 400P complete the StepArray range. The SA180S
stands 1.8m high and is designed typically for use in concerts and ampitheatres, where there is a steep audience,
in rooms requiring up to a 25m throw.

f

ports and is a six-channel 4m-high column with one processor, designed for
a horizontal flat audience. It has a
70m range.”
Meynial says the Ray-On column
speaker is Active Audio’s equivalent
to the benchmark Bose MA12 speaker. Based on the same DGRC (Digital
& Geometric Radiation Control)
patent as the StepArray range, the
main difference with Ray-On is that
it is based on analogue filtering with
no DSP.

“I believe that people are now really ready
to invest in sound systems because they
are fully aware of how important quality of
sound is in today’s industry”

The Ray-On column speaker

“It is a three-channel column and
one single processor can operate two
columns for stereo installation,”
explains Xavier Meynial, who founded the company back in 2002. “The
400P on the other hand is typically
used for large railway stations and air-

“It’s basically a passive crossover
inside the column, so it is more affordable,” explains Meynial. “The advantage
in using the DGRC principle is that it can
be mounted vertically, which means no
tilt and better integration in its architectural and homogenous coverage.”
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The StepArray range has been completed with the addition of the SA180S and SA400P

Post-PL+S 2011, Meynial and Cazin
are more than satisfied, after generating in excess of twice the amount of
contacts as last year.
“The show was great for us, and the
contacts we made this time around
were much more serious,” insists

Cazin. “Last year, we had doubled our
turnover; and we hope that will continue at the same rate this year.”
Another positive step in the right
direction for Active Audio is its increase
in distributors. Iemke Roos (Holland),
Laauser & Vohl (Germany) and

Rightway Audio Consultants (China)
all believe that 2011 will be ‘the year’
for Active’s products; and in March
2011, Active Audio signed a breakthrough distribution agreement with
Mexican company Rocketerias – its first
in the Americas.
“We have more distribution now, and
it’s great news that we’re able to make
a mark on the Americas,” says Meynial.
“It does take time to enter a territory and
make ground of course; when you sign
a new agreement in a new country, it
can be a while before that first project is
up and running, but soon after, it
becomes a good reference and as a result
it is far easier to get other projects.”
Active Audio has also expanded its
workforce, recruiting Chloé Soissons,
who will be in charge of sales for its
visually impaired market and will look
to further develop Active Audio’s network of distribution.
Cazin insists that although the
whole world is still trying to get out of
a recession, keeping up with new technology will always be important to
clients, which he hopes will lead to
more sales.
“I believe that people are now really ready to invest in sound systems
because they are fully aware of how
important quality of sound is in today’s
industry,” he explains. “StepArray is
one of the top electronic line array
solutions on the market; and for us,
it’s all about maintaining high intelligibility but keeping the technology
simple to understand.” Q

DENMARK

DiGiCo builds a Radio star
Nigel Lord
Denmark Radio Koncerthuset – one of
the country’s leading performance venues – has added a DiGiCo SD7 console
to its inventory of live sound equipment. The 5,000sqm Copenhagen
venue boasts a capacity of 1,800 in its
main hall where the SD7 will take its
place alongside three existing DiGiCo
D5 desks to allow more complex productions to be staged.
“Although the D5s have been performing very well, we needed a console
with a lot more outputs for in-ear monitors, Aviom systems and Roland M-48
personal mixers, as well as FX,” said
Denmark Radio audio engineer Robert
Røhr. “We had no reason to change platform within DR and the SD7 is already

a familiar console with many sound
engineers in Denmark.”
The first job for the new console was
an awards event in January, which featured eight rock bands during a 90minute live television show. “It went very
smoothly,” recalls Røhr. “The extent of
the SD7’s inputs meant that it easily
coped with the number of bands. The
engineers were familiar with DiGiCo, so
we had no problems.” Following this was
a run of seven live television shows for
the Danish version of X Factor. Here, the
SD7 was used for front-of-house, IEMs,
M-48s and Aviom all on the same console… “The SD7 meant that we could do
everything without having to compromise or hire additional equipment.” Q
www.digiconsoles.com

The SD7 has already been used on a number of live television shows

www.activeaudio.fr
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